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Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing This Form.
SECTION I. Appellant(s)
Name:
Mailing Address:

Commissioner Steve Padilla
276 Fourth Ave
ChuJa Vista, CA 91910

Phone Number:
SECTION IL Decision Being Appealed
1. Name of local/port government:

ity of Coronado

2. Brief description of development being appealed:demoljtion of an existing
retaining wall aconstruction of new 85 ft. retaining wall
3. Development's location (street address, assessor's parcel no., cross street, etc:)
409 First Street, Coronado
4. Description of decision being appealed:
a. Approval; no special conditions:�

b. Approval with special conditions:O

d. Other :0 __
c. Denial:O
Note: For jurisdictions with a total LCP, denial decisions by a local government
cannot be appealed unless the development is a major energy or public works
project. Denial decisions by port governments are not appealable.
TO BE COMPLETED BY COMMISSION:
APPEAL NO: A-lo--COt2-\C\-OO 2.1
DATE FILED:April 25, 2019
DISTRICT:

San Diego
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July 2, 2019
W.O. S7480
The Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust
c/o Christian Rice Architects, Inc.
1127 Loma Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118
SUBJECT:

Response to Coastal Commission (CCC) Staff Request for Additional
Information Concerning 409 First Street Retaining Wall Construction.

REFERENCE: “409 First Street Retaining W all Construction Storm W ater Pollution Prevention Plan
(SW PPP) and Com pliance with City of Coronado Municipal Code in Response to California
Coastal Com m ission (CCC) Appeal,” by GeoSoils, Inc., Dated June 14, 2019.

Dear Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust:
At your request, Geosoils Inc. (GSI), is pleased to provide the following additional
information on the need for the new retaining wall at the subject property. This information
is in response to a verbal request from CCC staff for information concerning the need for
the proposed wall to protect the existing house. This information is in addition to, and an
expansion of, the information provided in the above referenced GSI document.
The erosion problem along First Street in Coronado is well documented and significant.
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) in 1964, as part of their “Beach
Erosion Control Report on Cooperative Study of Coast of Southern California, Special
Study of San Diego,” identified the severe erosion problem, and the need for additional
studies to determine solutions. The 2001 USACOE “Coronado Shoreline Initial Appraisal
Report, Coronado California” determined that the increasing rate of shoreline erosion was
not natural. The erosion was due to wave from boat and ship traffic in the navigable
channel offshore. In addition, the report identified the steepened nearshore gradients due
to the deepened nearby turning basin and navigation channel as creating a man made sink
for the shoreline sands. The historical erosion rate was estimated to be about 1.7 feet per
year (without shore protection) and that house foundations would be in jeopardy in about
10 years. This was in 2001 about 18 year ago resulting in a minimum of 31 feet of
landward shoreline movement.
The subject property is near the west end of First Street where the erosion rate is the
highest due to the steep nearshore gradients. The principal structure is currently about
36 feet from the bay property line. Near the site’s bay property line is a landscaping wall
that in the past was referred to as a retaining wall. A closer look at this landscaping feature
reveals that it does not retain soil and has a shallow foundation. Bayward of the site is an
existing revetment composed of some rocks and mostly concrete debris. This revetment
is in disrepair and does not meet the current Port of San Diego standard for a revetment
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type shore protection. The revetment at the site has not been maintained or repaired.
However, the revetment is on Port of San Diego property and the applicant is restricted
from performing any work on the revetment. The properties to either side of the site have
revetments that are backed by retaining walls. Without this revetment, even in the
degraded state, the subject principal structure would have already been subject to erosion
based about the USACOE 2001 historical erosion rate and the setback. It should also be
noted that the USACOE states that the erosion rate is increasing due to more and more
boat traffic within the bay and the continued dredging of the turning basin and navigation
channels. There is clearly currently a need for shore protection at this site to protect the
residence, as there is for the homes along the western ~2800 linear feet of First Street
shoreline.
All of the properties including the street ends are protected by some form of shore
protection, see the photo below. The erosion of the shoreline is not a natural erosion
process but rather a result of man’s activities within San Diego Bay. The processes that
occur along the shoreline are not natural. The waves from boat traffic cause the erosion,
and the artificially steepened nearshore gradients transport the shoreline sediment into the
carrier turning basin and navigation channel.

The purpose of the new retaining wall is to protect the site and principal structure from
flooding by bay waters and the erosion that is occurring as a result of wakes and artificially
steepened nearshore gradients.
The photograph below shows the alignment of the
proposed wall in relationship to the property line walls at the adjacent properties. It also
shows the degraded condition of the revetment offsite. The wall is designed such that the
height can be raised if sea level reaches higher elevations than currently predicted. The
proposed wall connects to walls on the adjacent properties and is in alignment with these
walls. The proposed new wall is following the language in the LCP, which allows for walls
“situated in a manner so that the improvements’ bayward face may connect in a straight
line the bayward faces of similar improvements on adjoining property” (IP Section
86.76.04).
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CORONADO LCP/IP DISCUSSION
IP Section 86.74.030 A, B, C, & D.
The proposed wall is entirely on private property and currently landward of any influence
of San Diego Bay waves and erosion. The area is subject to non natural erosion as
described above. The proposed retaining wall will prevent bay waters and erosion from
impacting the adjacent properties in the future. The proposed wall will provide an aligned
and uniform shore protection along this section of shoreline. The proposed wall will not only
protect the existing structure but also the adjacent structures. The information provided
demonstrated the compliance with the LCP/IP to the satisfaction of the City of Coronado.
(CMC) §86.76.010.C. 1-10. For ease of consider the section is provided in italics followed
by our response.
1.

To neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion or geologic instability;

The wall is located behind the existing shore protection and will not interact with the bay
waters unless the offsite revetment additionally fails. The wall also insures the geologic
stability of the adjacent properties.
2.

To minimize their own breakdown and disintegration;

The proposed wall is to be constructed of epoxy coated steel reinforced marine concrete,
using the standard of construction practice for the marine environment.
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3.

To minimize water pollution and the silting of coastal waterways;

The wall is located beyond and above the waterway. The wall will not pollute the bay.
4.

To not result in a substantial or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the
physical conditions within the area affected by the coastal permit requiring activity
including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noises and objects of
historic or aesthetic significance;

The wall is located beyond and above the waterway, the existing rubble shore protection,
the intertidal beach, and well landward of the eel grass.
5.

To not preclude the public’s right of access to (including without limitation) the
ocean, bay or public beach where acquired through use, custom, legislative
authorization, purchase, condemnation, judicial action, gift, bequeath or escheat;

The proposed wall will not impact public access.
6.

To encourage or facilitate, where feasible, the phasing out or upgrading of marine
structures causing water stagnation contributing to pollution problems or fish kills;

This statement is not applicable to this project.
7.

To minimize their intrusion into public vistas by being unobtrusive and aesthetically
pleasing when viewed from public streets, walk or bicycle ways or waterways;

The proposed wall, for the most part, is below grade and not visible.
8.

To minimize extensions or projections into the bay or ocean;

The proposed wall at 409 First is entirely on private property. The wall does not project into
the bay and is located landward of the existing shore protection (concrete rubble).
9.

To facilitate public access where appropriate and feasible; and

The proposed wall is landward of the existing shore protection. There is no feasible
way to facilitate public access due to the existing shore protection.
10.

To minimize or mitigate resultant adverse environmental impacts.

There are no anticipated adverse environmental impacts.
GSI certifies* the following;
•

The project is in conformance with CMC 86.72. There are no diking, dredging, or
filling in US waters proposed.
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•

The project is in conformance with CMC 86.74. There is no development on public
property or sand beaches. The project is on private property above the High Tide
Line. The project does not impact public access along the shoreline.

•

The project is in conformance with CMC 86.76. The project neither creates nor
contributes to erosion or geologic instability. The project meets current engineering
design standards and does not pollute coastal waterways. The projects does not
result in a substantial or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the
physical conditions within the area affected by the coastal permit requiring activity
including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noises and objects of
historic or aesthetic significance. The project does not preclude the public’s right
of access to (including without limitation) the bay or public beach where acquired
through use, custom, legislative authorization, purchase, condemnation, judicial
action, gift, bequeath or escheat. The project minimizes intrusion into public vistas
by being unobtrusive and aesthetically pleasing when viewed from the bay. The
project does not extend or project into the bay. Finally, the project minimizes
adverse environmental impacts.

The opportunity to be of service is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions
concerning this report, or if we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact any of the undersigned.
Respectfully Submitted,

GeoSoils Inc.
David W. Skelly, RCE #47857
*The term "certify" is used herein as defined in Division 3, Chapter 7, Article 3, § 6735.5. of the California
Business and Professions Code (2007).
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August 28, 2019

W.O. S7480

The Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust
c/o Christian Rice Architects, Inc.
1127 Loma Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

SUBJECT:

Response to Coastal Commission (CCC) Staff August 2, 2019 Email
Concerning 409 First Street Retaining Wall Construction.

Dear Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust:
At your request, Geosoils Inc. (GSI), is pleased to provide the following response to the
CCC staff email concerning the subject project. For ease of review, the staff comment is
provided in italics followed by our response.
Our main comment is that we have not received enough information to be confident that
the new retaining wall is needed to protect the existing home. As such, we have some
additional questions that may give us a better sense of the erosion and flooding risks to the
home. It appears that the back yard at the site was redone in the winter of 2000 -2001.
Was that when the existing retaining wall was installed? Did the homeowner receive a
permit for that work? If so, the permit may be helpful in answering some of our questions
below.
GSI was not involved with the low height retaining wall construction. It is our understanding
that permits were obtained and will be provided to the CCC.
We did not find anything in the GeoSoils Report that provides strong support for the
construction of a new retaining wall to prevent a risk from erosion. The GeoSoils Report
notes that the site is protected by an existing, but degraded revetment..... The principal
structure and the bayfacing yard are both now protected by the revetment and the erosion
risk seems based solely upon the concern about the loss of the revetment. It appears that
rock has been added to the neighbors’ portion of the revetment and the adjacent
revetments seem in much better shape than the one at 409. Maintenance of the existing
revetment would address most of the hypothetical erosion that might have occurred if the
revetment were not there. Do you know what the proposed maintenance schedule for the
revetment is and why the revetments fronting the properties adjacent to 409 have been
maintained, but the one at 409 has not been?
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The proposed retaining wall is needed to protect the adjacent properties from flanking
erosion. The shore protection on these adjacent sites relies upon a functioning shore
protection at the subject site for flanking protection. The existing revetment is in disrepair
and does not meet the current Port of San Diego standard for a revetment type shore
protection. The revetment fronting the site has not been maintained or repaired. However,
the revetment is on Port of San Diego property and the applicant is restricted from
performing any work on the revetment. The properties to either side of the site have
revetments that are backed by retaining/landscape walls. The soils behind the revetment
on Port property, but in front of the existing landscaping wall, is eroding rapidly. As the
soils behind the revetment (on Port property) erode, the revetment falls backward allowing
wakes to reach further back towards the subject property. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are taken
from Google Earth dated 2010 and 2018, respectively. They clearly show a retreat of
about 14 feet of Port property over the 8 year period or a rate of about 1.77 ft/yr (the same
rate as the COE report).

Figure 1. Subject site in 2010 from Google Earth
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Figure 1. Subject site in 2018 from Google Earth
The fact is, the shoreline is eroding in front of the site, and the erosion will impact the
adjacent shore protection within the next two years. In addition, the site will flood such
that the existing home is in jeopardy with as little at 0.8 feet (25 cm) of SLR. This flooding
vulnerability is confirmed by the CoSMoS output provide below as Figure 3. This increase
is sea level can occur during an El Nino event similar to the 1982-83 winter, independent
of SLR. Figure 4 is the CoSMoS output for 1.6 feet (50 cm) of SLR showing the homes
(the subject site and the residence to the west) are clearly flooded.

Figure 3. CoSMoS output for the 409 First Street site with 0.8 feet SLR
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Figure 4. CoSMoS output for the 409 First Street site with 1.6 feet SLR

The second concern from the GeoSoils Report is the assertion that the retaining wall will
protect the principal structure from flooding and that the top of the wall can be raised to
adapt to sea level rise. The material provided by GeoSoils does not show the existing
house or provide any information about the elevation of the house. It also does not provide
information on runup and overtopping of the existing revetment and the existing wall and
hardscape.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide evidence/information that the revetment is overtopped and
that the soils behind the revetment are being eroded at a rate of about 1.7 ft/yr. It should
be noted that the boat traffic, which creates the waves, is much more frequent today than
in the past. Therefore, the rate of erosion will increase, going forward. The plans for the
retaining wall are have been modified and are attached to this letter.

It would be useful to have an analysis of flood risk to the principal structure, examining
runup and overtopping of the revetment and existing wall. First of all, under what
conditions can overtopping now reach the principal residence? Will the water be high
enough to flow into the principal residence? If yes, could the flooding be addressed with
occasional use of sand bags or some temporary efforts closer to the principal residence?
What is the general amount of future sea level rise that could be accommodated in this
manner before additional protection would be needed? What flooding protection would be
provided by the proposed retaining wall? How much could the proposed new retaining wall
be raised in the future, until additional foundation improvements would be needed?
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Overtopping water has not reached the structure as of yet. It would appear that the
principal structure is vulnerable to flooding during an El Nino event similar to the 1982-83
winter according to CoSMoS.
This could happen next year. The flooding could
temporarily be mitigated by flood shields. However, flood shields on this site will do nothing
to mitigate the flanking erosion and flooding on the adjacent properties, through the subject
site. This flanking problem will occur BEFORE the subject structure floods. The top of
the proposed wall could be increased up to 3 feet to adapt to SLR (to >+ 12 ft NAVD88).
The top of the wall on the property to the south is at elevation +12 feet NAVD88.
All of the properties along First Street, including the street ends, are protected by some
form of shore protection. The continuous shore protection acts to protect all of the
properties. This is how the shore protection along the urbanized sections of San Diego Bay
works. Any gap in the shore protection or degradation of a segment of shore protection,
as currently exists with the revetment fronting this site, jeopardizes the adjacent properties.
If the uniform shore protection is not reestablish additional properties may be impacted.
The project, as proposed, mitigates the impact of the gap in the degraded shore protection
fronting the site on the adjacent sites and subject site. The information provided in our
previous responses demonstrated the compliance with the LCP/IP to the satisfaction of the
City of Coronado.
Finally, it is our understanding that the CCC is contemplating a condition of the issuance
of a permit for the wall that would require it be removed, if the property is redeveloped.
This condition fails to address that one of the reasons the wall is needed is to protect the
adjacent properties.
Removal of the subject wall would contribute to the geologic
instability of the adjacent properties and not be in conformance with the City LCP and the
Coastal Act. It is GSI’s opinion that findings to support the future removal condition cannot
be made.
The opportunity to be of service is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions
concerning this report, or if we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact any of the undersigned.

Respectfully Submitted,

GeoSoils Inc.
David W. Skelly, RCE #47857
.
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March 24, 2020

W.O. S7480

The Alan & Lyndsey Arendsee Family Trust
c/o Christian Rice Architects, Inc.
1127 Loma Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

SUBJECT:

Need for Shore Protection at 409 First Street, Coronado, CA.

Dear Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust:
At your request, Geosoils Inc. (GSI), is pleased to provide the following discussion of the
need for new shore protection at the subject property. First we will document the condition
of the existing shore protection. The documentation will be followed by an explanation of
why viable shore protection is needed at this site, and at adjacent properties. Finally, we
will provide a discussion of shore protection alternatives, and determine a preferred shore
protection alternative for the site.

EXISTING SHORE PROTECTION
The existing revetment is primarily concrete debris with a smattering of undersized quarry
stone, all of which has been just dumped at the shoreline. The debris is not an engineered
structure and does not meet current Port of San Diego standards for a revetment type
shore protection. The site is flanked by two approved engineered revetments that meet
these standards as of the time they were constructed. Figure 1 shows the obvious visual
difference between the site revetment and the adjacent approved revetments that are
engineered and meet the design standards. The debris fronting the site has not been
maintained or repaired. The reason for the lack of maintenance is that the revetment is
on Port of San Diego property and the applicant is restricted from performing any work on
the revetment. Any maintenance that would bring this structure into conformance would
require more than 50% new rock material. This would result in the project being a “new
structure” versus just maintenance under the Coronado LCP and the California Coastal
Act. Figure 2 is a photograph that shows the haphazard pile of debris.
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Figure 1. Google Earth photographs showing the difference in the shore protection
between the site and the adjacent properties.

Figure 2. Dumped concrete debris functioning as a revetment at the subject site.

SHORE PROTECTION IS NEEDED
The existing shore protection provides only minimal protection of the site. Increased
boating activity within San Diego Bay has resulted in an increase in the shoreline erosion
rate. The erosion of the shoreline along First Street in Coronado, and specifically at 409
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First Street, has been studied for several decades. The 2001 US Army Corp of Engineers
“Coronado Shoreline Initial Appraisal Report, Coronado California” report determined that
the rate of shoreline erosion was not natural. The erosion was due to wave energy from
boat and ship traffic in the navigable channel offshore. In addition, the report identified the
steepened nearshore gradients due to the nearby navigation channel as creating a man
made sink for the shoreline sands. Finally, dredging of the carrier turning basin directly
adjacent to the west end of First Street created an even deeper sink for shoreline sands.
Figure 3 is a copy of the conclusion section of the 2001 Corp Report.

Figure 3. Conclusions from the 2001 Corps report for the west end of First Street.
Currently, the soils behind the revetment, but in front of the existing landscaping wall at the
site, are eroding rapidly. As the soils behind the revetment (on Port property) erode, the
revetment falls backward, allowing wakes to reach further and higher towards the subject
property. The debris height is reduced as it flattens and becomes less effective in
protecting the sites and the adjacent properties, as the shoreline erodes landward of the
shore protection on those properties. Figure 4 and Figure 5 are taken from Google Earth
dated 2010 and 2018, respectively. They clearly show a retreat of about 14 feet over the
8 year period or a rate of about 1.8 ft/yr (a higher rate than the highest rate in the COE
report).
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Figure 4. Subject site in 2010 from Google Earth

Figure 5. Subject site in 2018 from Google Earth
The fact is, the shoreline is eroding in front of the site, and the erosion will impact the
adjacent shore protection and site improvements on this property, as well as the adjacent
properties to the east and west, within the next two years. In addition, the site will flood
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such that the existing home is in jeopardy with as little at 0.8 feet (25 cm) of SLR. This
flooding vulnerability is confirmed by the CoSMoS output provided below as Figure 6. This
increase in sea level can occur during an El Nino event similar to the 1982-83 winter,
independent of SLR. This could happen at any time. Figure 7 is the CoSMoS output for
1.6 feet (50 cm) of SLR showing the homes (the subject site and the residence to the west)
are clearly flooded.

Figure 6. CoSMoS output for the 409 First Street site with 0.8 feet SLR

Figure 7. CoSMoS output for the 409 First Street site with 1.6 feet SLR.
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It should be noted that while a revetment has been approved for the adjacent properties,
there is no assurance that a revetment will provide continued protection of the site
improvements. The revetment at 407 First Street has partially failed and required
emergency permits for remedial action from the US Army Corp of Engineers and the Port
of San Diego on two different occasions. Subsidence of the patio flat work and other patio
improvements, and subsidence of the pool occurred on both occasions. Figure 8 shows
one of the holes in the landscaping and revetment as a result of the site soils piping out the
revetment. The hole was large enough for a man to stand in and extended laterally to the
pool, causing settlement of the pool shell. The piping out of the site soils not only impacts
the site improvements, it causes silty soils to cover the adjacent eel grass beds. Figure 9
shows the soils cloud floating towards the nearby eel grass beds.

Figure 8. Voids in the 407 First Street revetment and landscaping. The pool is in the
background.

Figure 9. Muddy water sediment plume heading toward the eel grass beds.
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A properly functioning shore protection is needed to protect structures on the site and the
adjacent properties from flanking erosion. The shore protection on these adjacent sites
relies upon a functioning shore protection at the subject site for flanking protection. Figure
4 and Figure 5 above provide evidence/information that the revetment is overtopped and
that the soils behind the revetment are being eroded at a rate of about 1.8 ft/yr. It should
be noted that the boat traffic, which creates the waves, is much more frequent today and
expected to increase in the future. Therefore, the rate of erosion is likely to increase going
forward. Site improvements and the existing principal structure are in need of protection.
The Coronado Local Coastal Plan (LCP) (Coronado Mun. Code, § 86.76.010(B),
86.76.040) and the Coastal Act (Pub. Res. Code, § 30235) allow for this protection.

SHORE PROTECTION ALTERNATIVES
The need for shore protection at this site is clearly established. All of the properties along
First Street, including the street ends, are protected by some form of shore protection. The
continuous shore protection acts to protect all of the properties. This is how the shore
protection along the urbanized sections of San Diego Bay works. Any gap in the shore
protection or degradation of a segment of shore protection, as currently exists with the
debris fronting this site, jeopardizes the adjacent properties. If a uniform shore protection
is not reestablished, additional properties may be impacted. The project, as proposed,
mitigates the impact of the gap in the degraded shore protection fronting the site on the
adjacent sites and subject site. The proper circulation of the bay and the health of the
environment, including the eel grass, rely on the shoreline not eroding.
For these
reasons, the “no shore protection alternative” is not feasible. The continued erosion of the
site will not only impact the site development, and the adjacent development, but also
adversely impact the nearby intertidal and subtidal habitats. The question becomes what
is the least environmentally impactful shore protection alternative. Based upon GSI’s
experience and on the types of shore protection used in San Diego Bay, there are two
types of shore protection. The first is the sloping revetment type structure, and the second
is a vertical wall.
The benefits of the sloping type rock structure are that it is relatively inexpensive in terms
of up-front costs and is the most common type of shore protection in the Bay, and when
properly designed and maintained, has a proven performance record. However, there are
some impacts from this type of structure that need to be considered. The sloping structure
has a large footprint in the intertidal zone. This footprint eliminates some of the typical
intertidal flora and fauna that exist naturally at the shoreline. The structure also obstructs
public access along the shoreline. As noted on the property at 407 First Street, a
revetment can fail and impact improvements behind it, and contribute to pollution and
adverse flora and fauna impacts. Even under ideal circumstances, a revetment requires
periodic maintenance, and each maintenance project adds expense and results in
temporary impacts to the tidelands area. Finally, it should be pointed out that at this site
the revetment would have to extend onto Port property.
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The proposed form of shore protection at this site is a vertical wall that is located entirely
on private property and above the intertidal zone. While different than the adjacent
revetments, it will provide the protection to structures on the subject site and adjacent
properties. The wall will be located landward of the current shore protection, effectively
retreating the line of development. The project calls for the restoration of the intertidal area,
where the current debris and ice plant are located. This effort will require permits from the
Port of San Diego and possibly other agencies. In consideration of the minimal footprint,
and the location on private property above the intertidal zone, the least environmentally
impactful form of shore protection is a vertical wall.
The opportunity to be of service is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions
concerning this report, or if we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact any of the undersigned.

Respectfully Submitted,

GeoSoils Inc.
David W. Skelly, RCE #47857
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July 24, 2020

W.O. S7480

The Alan & Lyndsey Arendsee Family Trust
c/o Christian Rice Architects, Inc.
1127 Loma Avenue
Coronado, CA 92118

SUBJECT:

Response to California Coastal Commission (CCC) June 29, 2020 Email
Regarding 409 First Street, Coronado, CA.

Dear Alan & Lindsey Arendsee Family Trust:
At your request, Geosoils Inc. (GSI), is pleased to provide the following response to
comments and questions raised in the subject CCC email. For ease of review the CCC
comment/question will be provided in italics provided by our response.
We asked previously for coastal development permits for the existing walls on the property
and the neighboring walls which are still needed.
This information will be provided by others.
We also asked previously for the elevation of the existing house (FF = 13’ MLLW) and a
cross section from seaward of the proposed protection through the property, with
information on foundation depths if available. That is still needed. Since the navigation
channel is the source of the erosive boat wake, this cross section could help highlight the
problems if it were to start at the channel and extend through to the house that is at risk
from erosion and flooding.
The requested section is provided attached to this response. As previously demonstrated,
the shoreline fronting the site is currently eroding at a rate of about 1.8 ft/yr even with the
mostly ineffective concrete debris in place. A future profile has been added that shows the
loss of the low height garden wall near the bay property line in a few years. The existing
garden walls are shallow founded. The foundation of the house is slab on grade with
shallow perimeter footings.
We also asked for an overtopping analysis. In response, GSI stated (8/2020), “overtopping
water has not reached the structure as of yet. It would appear that the principal structure
is vulnerable to flooding during an El Nino event similar to the 1982-83 winter according
to CoSMoS.” The inclusion of the CoSMoS visuals is helpful; however, we still need an
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overtopping analysis for the current site conditions and for the proposed vertical wall.
Since this analysis is for the current or near-term risks, it should use sea level rise
assumptions appropriate for these time periods.
The wake runup analysis is provided below.

For current maximum bay water level, the maximum wave runup is elevation +11.9 MLLW
(7.8 MLLW + 4.1 feet). This is above the elevation of the top of the most bayward garden
wall (+11.2 feet MLLW). The height of the overtopping bore at the toe of the bayward
garden wall is about 0.6 feet. The height of the bayward garden wall is about 2 feet above
the toe so the 0.6 feet of water cannot come over the top of the 2 feet high wall. Using
a near term period of 10 years with about 0.9 feet of SLR (from CCC 2018 Guidance 0.5%
San Diego Bay) and allowing for the continued erosion at about 1.8 ft/yr (or 18 feet of
erosion), the wave runup elevation is 12.8 feet MLLW (7.8 feet MLLW + 0.9 feet + 4.1
feet). This runup elevation is at about the top of the second garden wall and very near the
elevation of the residence FF elevation.
The proposed shore protection device (SPD) will be entirely on private property with the
top of the wall at elevation +12 feet MLLW, which is about 3 feet above the existing grade
on the bay side of the proposed SPD. The amount of overtopping at the toe of the SPD
is only about 0.6 feet in height, and will not overtop the SPD. In 20 to 30 years the top of
the proposed SPD can be increased in response to overtopping if needed.
More
importantly, as the shoreline erodes without a new SPD, the adjacent properties, including
their SPDs and other improvements, are jeopardized by erosion at this site and lateral
flooding as wave runup comes on to this site.
The provided CoSMoS maps show the area that could be floodprone with 0.8’ SLR and the
GSI report states that the existing home would be in jeopardy. What does jeopardy mean?
Will the entire house become uninhabitable? Floodprone risks can often result from
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elevated groundwater when there are connections between sea level and inland water
areas and are not the same as flooding hazards. The jeopardy to the existing home might
not be reduced by a seawall if it is tied to groundwater. The lack of reported damage
during the most recent El Nino is not positive confirmation that no damage occurred; but
it does suggest that the home might be safer than one might conclude from the floodprone
information.
Jeopardy means danger of loss, harm, or failure (Oxford Dictionaries) due to flooding.
Because the house is a single story home with a level finished floor at elevation +13 feet
MLLW, if any portion of the house floods then the whole house will flood. The comment
about El Nino in the March 24, 2020 GSI report was about a future El Nino with SLR. If
SLR occurs consistent with the projections stated in the CCC SLR guidance (2018), the
home will not be safe in an El Nino event similar to 1982-83.
Both floodprone and flooding hazards are included on the CoSMoS site and flooding does
not seem to pose a significant threat to the existing residence until sea level rise reaches
about 1.6 feet. The overtopping analysis might identify more near-term impacts and
examination of groundwater might highlight some concerns about elevated groundwater.
While the proposed shore protection could provide protection from some flooding, there
are many other ways to protect from flooding. And since flooding can be a broader,
neighborhood problem, even if the proposed protection can provide a flood barrier for this
property, flooding could come from neighboring properties, so protection closer to the
existing residence might be more effective from the broader flood hazards that could occur.
Flood protection alternatives should be considered and analyzed. If the imminent threats
are from elevated groundwater, options to protect the residence should also address those
concerns.
We respectfully disagree with this comment. The shore protection at this site should be
essentially aligned with the shore protection on the adjacent sites. The City of Coronado
LCP, recognizing the necessity of continuous shore protection and the existing pattern of
development, provides that on First Street (as well as certain other locations around the
island), shore protection on adjacent properties “may connect in a straight line.” If the shore
protection on one property is located landward of the shore protection on adjacent
properties, then the adjacent properties will be in jeopardy from lateral erosion. Even if a
transition is provided between the segments of shore protection, the transition areas will
be more vulnerable to wave energy and will create eddies and other undesirable effects.
This information has been discussed and provided previously. There is shore protection
around almost the entire developed portions of the bay. Like any well-designed shore
protection system, the shore protection around San Diego Bay typically transitions linearly
from one property to the next. GSI is very familiar with the existing shore protection
systems around San Diego Bay and is not aware of any discontinuous alignments. The
flooding threat is from bay waters moving onto the property, and then laterally onto the
adjacent properties through this unprotected property.
The flooding threat is not from elevated groundwater, and it is not clear why CCC staff
would even suggest this. Groundwater will NOT exceed the elevation of the bay water at
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any time in the future. With the FF at +13 feet MLLW, SLR will need to exceed 5.2 feet
for the maximum bay water level to be above the FF elevation. This also assumes that the
bay water can come on the property and is not excluded by the proposed SPD and all of
the other nearby SPDs. Using the CCC SLR very low probability (0.5%, high emissions)
guidance this would be the year 2085.
The reports from GSI also identify concerns about erosion. The erosion rate that was
developed from the photo comparison for the part of the site that had the greatest
observed retreat between the two time periods. A more appropriate erosion for the site
might be something more representative of the site, with the 1.8 ft/yr acknowledged at the
upper retreat rate. The location for the maximum erosion is also the location identified as
having inland drainage. These may be coincidences, but drainage can often aggravate
erosion and some drainage controls for the site, or more retention of surface water on-site,
might help reduce erosion at this hot spot. Since artificial turf is often installed over an
impermeable concrete base, replacement of the artificial turf areas with something more
permeable could minimize drainage concerns. Please identify what lies beneath the
artificial turf now. Options to reduce concentrated drainage should be considered as part
of an erosion effort.
The methodology for calculating the erosion rate meets the current standard of analysis
and is valid. The calculated erosion has nothing to do with inland drainage. This section
of shoreline has been clearly identified as having an erosion problem by the US Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE). The erosion rate has been determined by the UASCE to
be as much as 1.7 ft/yr. GSI inspected the site in question and did not find any site
drainage issues. The turf at the site is underlain by a permeable soil drainage system.
The source of the USACE calculated erosion is not due to drainage erosion. The USACE
identified the causes of erosion as steepened offshore slopes and wave energy created
by boat wakes. The review comment is not supported by any actual facts and it is rebutted
by existing and accepted analysis by the USACE.
This site and the erosive forces seem well-suited to a living shoreline option or a perched
sill, either of which could dampen wave energy as it approaches the shoreline. Expanding
the eelgrass beds or addition of oyster reefs could be other options. Some repurposing
of clean rubble could be part of these softer options, especially at the property boundaries
to transition from this type of option to the harder rock options on the neighboring sites.
Please provide an analysis of these softer alternatives.
GSI is not aware of any type of soft approach working in this section of San Diego Bay and
along a small section of shoreline similar to what fronts the site. It is also important to point
out that the applicant has no control as to what occurs on the Port of San Diego property.
Any soft approach (or typical sloping hard approach) would be development on property
not owned by the applicant. In our previous conversations with the Port of San Diego, the
preferred form of shore protection are quarry stone revetments and vertical walls that are
similar to the adjacent properties.
Alternative 1, “Living Shoreline”.

Pros: (1) might be considered more aesthetically
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pleasing, (2) it might provide a few additional square feet of habitat for birds. Cons: (1) Any
aesthetic benefit would be negated by the fact that it is a very small area along First Street
and is incompatible with the surrounding development. (2) A living shoreline could not
provide adequate protection without a long and gradual transition to the shore protection
on the neighboring properties, and there is not adequate lateral space to implement this
alternative. (3) One wake runup event during high tide could remove all of the
sand/vegetation, and expose the rock/debris. This could happen several times per year.
(4) Living shorelines have only been implemented successfully as public projects on a
much larger scale (see, e.g., Cardiff State Beach, and the jury is still out on whether that
will be effective in the long term). (5) We have not found any examples where a living
shoreline has been successfully implemented anywhere in San Diego Bay or on such a
small scale. Simply put, a living shoreline is an unproven alternative in this setting. (6) A
living shoreline would require a significant amount of work on property that belongs to the
Port and is within the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ regulatory jurisdiction. (7) A living
shoreline would require continual maintenance on a large area of property that belongs to
the Port and is within the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ regulatory jurisdiction. That would
not be feasible for a private homeowner. (8) Dredging has steepened the natural offshore
slopes. Creating the kind of long and very gradual slope needed for a stable living
shoreline would require an amount of sand that a private homeowner could not feasibly
obtain. (9) Even if a private homeowner could obtain that amount of sand, bay dynamics
and boat wakes, combined with a sediment-starved environment, would likely result in any
added sand being washed away quickly. Replenishing the sand would impose an
unreasonable, ongoing financial burden on the homeowner. (10) It would be difficult
(perhaps impossible) to design a living shoreline so that the neighboring properties would
not suffer from lateral erosion. (11) The homeowner would still need some kind of wall at
the property line to provide privacy and protect against potential trespassers. (12)
Depositing the amount of sand needed to create a living shoreline would impact a large
area of eelgrass. (13) The living shoreline at Cardiff State Beach was done in conjunction
with a major sand replenishment project. The sand just happened to be available because
of the restoration project on the adjacent lagoon. There was no eelgrass in the open ocean
to impact. There is no sand currently available for a sand replenishment project here. (14)
The existing rubble cannot be repurposed. It is unsightly, uneven, of questionable origin,
and a slipping hazard when wet.
Alternative 2, Perched Sill (beach). Pros: (1) If the sill is constructed off the site it might be
considered a perched usable public beach. ( 2) This sill might be considered a more
aesthetic approach. Cons: (1) In addition to Cons (2), (5), and (6)-(13) for Alternative 1,
some form of structure, either a revetment or seawall will be needed to create the sill. The
sill will still be subject to an erosion rate of up to 1.8 ft/yr. (2) The perched sill would need
to be large, extending bayward, and could interfere with navigation.
Alternative 3, Eelgrass Bed Expansion. Pros: (1) This would increase eelgrass habitat.
Cons: (1) Many of the Cons for Alternatives 1 and 2 apply to this alternative. (2) Eelgrass
has an essentially subtidal habitat range. It only grows in a very narrow range from about
0 to -12 feet depending on water turbidity. To expand the eelgrass habitat would essentially
require the applicant to fill in the entire hole (i.e., the Navy turning basin) dredged offshore.
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If you try to add sand without filling in the hole, the new sand will just fall into the hole. The
added sand would negatively impact the navigability of the Navy’s turning basin for
deep-draft carriers.
Alternative 4, Oyster Reefs. Pros: (1) oysters and habitat restoration. Cons: (1) An oyster
reef has a limited habitat range in the water column. The erosion and flooding of the
principal structure at the site occurs when the tides are very high and waves/wakes occur.
An oyster reef would have no impact on this erosion because the bed would be well below
the water elevation and have no impact on the wave/wake. (2) Many of the Cons for the
other alternatives apply to the oyster reef alternative. Basically, an oyster reef is not a
viable “soft alternative” because it would be ineffective (well below the water) when the
potential erosion control is most needed.
The comparison of the hard protection options points out problems with revetment; but
does not include any concerns with a vertical wall. For example, a vertical wall would
require some monitoring and if it is overtopped, there could be an inland loss of soil that
would require maintenance. If the vertical wall is subject to repeated wave or wake attack,
there would be scour of the bay soils that might be significant problems for the eelgrass.
The photos of the neighboring revetment do not allow for a detailed analysis of the large
void; however, this often happens when there is nothing to prevent soil piping. The failure
of the neighboring revetment is really only a problem for the proposed site if GSI expects
that a revetment at the proposed site would also fail. If that is the case, why is GSI
confident that a vertical wall would not fail? The analysis of alternatives should present the
pros and cons of the alternatives, rather than the cons of the option that is dismissed and
the pros of the preferred option.
Overtopping of the SPD will not result in loss of soil behind it because the soil is confined.
It has no where to go. In addition, the SPD is designed to adapt to SLR and the potential
for overtopping by simply raising the height of the SPD. This can be done in the same
footprint with no bayward encroachment. The comments about the impacts of vertical
walls are counter to the facts about vertical walls along First Street. There are several
vertical walls along First Street that have been in place over many decades. Attached to
this response is visual evidence that there is no excessive scour and no impact on the eel
grass due to vertical SPDs. Vertical walls and sloping revetments are all around the
developed sections of San Diego Bay. They have proven over time to be effective in
preventing inland flooding with no real impacts on the beach profile of eelgrass as opined
in the CCC comment.
The plans note that the new wall will join with the neighbors’ seawalls yet the view of the
proposed vertical wall shows rock seaward of the wall near both property lines. Is the rock
already there or would new rock be added to the site? Is it possible to curve the vertical
wall inland so that it is landward of the neighboring rock? The GSI report (2019) notes that
the proposed wall is currently landward of any influence of SD Bay waves and erosion.
Are there any estimates of when the proposed wall will be influenced by SD Bay waves
and erosion?
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The rock is already there. No new rock is proposed. Because there are revetments on the
adjacent properties there has to be a side slope fronting the subject site for the adjacent
revetments to be stable. This minor transition can be seen on the attached pictures of First
Street. Curving the wall inland would result in the wake/wave energy being focused on the
side or even behind the shore protection on the adjacent properties. A simple walk along
this section of shoreline at a very low tide will provide the reviewer ample visual evidence
of this type of transition between dissimilar SPDs and the lack impact of vertical SPDs on
the shoreline and environment.
The earlier plans stated that the existing walls would be removed. This possibly was in
anticipation of a new residence and patio. What are the full plans now for the site? Will
those walls still be removed?
The project as amended includes only the shore protection. Future plans for the site are
yet to be determined.
The opportunity to be of service is greatly appreciated. If you have any questions
concerning this report, or if we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact any of the undersigned.

Respectfully Submitted,

GeoSoils Inc.
David W. Skelly, RCE #47857
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